Dust Off Your Toolbox For Easy Weekend
Home Improvement Projects
(NAPSA)—Weekends are a great
time for home improvement projects,
but many obstacles can stand in the
way—finding time, not having the
right tools and supplies or just not
knowing where to begin.
“It’s a common misconception
that do-it-yourself projects require
a major time commitment,” says
Steve Watson, home improvement
expert and host of HGTV’s “Don’t
Sweat It.” “But many projects can
be accomplished in just a weekend
if you start off right with good
advice and use dependable resources and products.”
Following are some of Steve’s
favorite home improvement projects to inspire do-it-yourselfers
and tips to ensure they come out
great:
Spiff Up Without
Sanding Down
• Project Idea: With children
and pets running around, your
hardwood floors could probably
use some attention. Steve says it’s
easy to rid your floors of unsightly
scuff marks and scratches without
replacing them.
• Tip: It’s not always necessary
to sand down the damaged part of
wood floors to give them a newer
look. Fill in cracks and gouges to
make your floor look new again
without a lot of time, effort or
money. Thoroughly clean and clear
off dust and debris before repairing.
From Basement Blues To
Basement Good News
• Project Idea: Bored with
your basement? Need more space
to relax, work or play? Update it
with a fresh coat of paint.
• Tip: Beware of deteriorating
concrete; it can produce loose sand
and pebbles. Repair with acrylic
latex block fillers first and use
waterproof paint when applying
new color.
Display Away
• Project Idea: Create a new
mantel to showcase family photos,
mementos or artwork. Partially

Great Projects For Every Season!
Fall
Think ahead to next spring’s garden.
• Spring bulbs should be planted in the fall to
grow tough and strong.
• Summer blooms need to be dug up now before
cold weather sets in.
Winter
Paint your spare bedroom to impress
holiday guests.
• Alternate two bright colors to add personality
to the space.
• Wall striping adds an elegant look for a hotellike getaway.
Spring
Yearly cleaning creates a need for extra storage
and shelving.
• Mount it—hooks and hangers add extra
storage space.
• Shelve it—freestanding shelving units are a
hassle-free solution.
Summer
Get your deck ready for entertaining and fun
in the sun.
• Jazz up any deck with a custom stain in a
unique color.
• Visit www.StartRightStartHere.com for project
ideas and tips year-round.
assembled mantel kits are available, but it’s more fun to build
your own.
• Tip: Buy samples of available
moldings and construct “minimantels” to help visualize the end
design and determine nailing and
fastening requirements beforehand. Remember, check with your
local building department for firesafety guidelines.
To help do-it-yourselfers make
projects easier, True Value offers
expert in-store advice and quality
products for one-stop solutions. Visit
www.StartRightStartHere.com for
complete project guides and shopping lists.

Why W e Enjoy Music
(NAPSA)—A noteworthy new
book on why human beings make
and enjoy music is striking a
responsive chord with readers
across the nation. The book, “This
Is Your Brain On Music” (Plume),
by Daniel J. Levitin, explores
the connection
between music—
its performances,
its composition,
how we listen to
it, why we enjoy
it—and the human brain.
Drawing on the
latest research
and on musical examples ranging
from Mozart, Ella Fitzgerald and
U2 to Schoenberg, Metallica and
“Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star,”
Levitin reveals how composers
exploit the way our brains make
sense of the world. Levitin also
lets readers in on why we form
emotional attachments to music
we listen to as teenagers and why
10,000 hours of practice—not talent—makes virtuosos.
Taking on prominent thinkers
who argue that music is nothing
more than an evolutionary accident, Levitin argues that music is
fundamental to our species, perhaps even more so than language.
“This Is Your Brain On Music”
is an ear-opening, mind-blowing
investigation into an obsession at
the center of human nature.
In his review of the book,
Oliver Sacks, M.D., called it “endlessly stimulating.”
To learn more, visit www.your
brainonmusic.com.

Talking With Doctors About Weight Loss: A Healthy Start
(NAPSA)—Talking to a doctor
before trying to lose weight can
help tip the scales in your favor.
But are people really communicating with their doctors about weight
and appropriate treatment options?
A recent study says “no.” Only 12
percent of American adults say they
have ever been told by a health care
professional they are obese, according to a National Consumers
League (NCL) study of 1,978 adult
Americans, conducted by Harris
Interactive. Yet the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimate that two-thirds of the adult
population is overweight or obese.
To help improve doctor-patient
communication—and help people
honestly evaluate their own weight
issues—NCL launched a new consumer campaign called “Choose to
Lose.” It provides Web resources at
www.nclnet.org/obesity for consumers who may need to lose
weight but don’t know where to
begin. It also provides weight-loss
tips and ideas for working with
your doctor to drop extra pounds.
“As someone who has experienced health benefits of losing a
significant amount of weight and
being able to keep it off, I think
these new materials for consumers
will help people recognize their
weight problem, understand the
weight-loss options available and
motivate them to get help,” said
Peggy Kindler, a 51-year-old Pittsburgh, Pa., resident who has battled weight issues all her life. In
the year since having gastric banding surgery, Kindler has lost 53
pounds but continues to struggle
with the challenges of weight loss.
Obesity Not Admitted by Most
According to the survey, there’s a
difference between the way people
perceive their weight and their
actual weight category based on
body mass index (BMI). Among

A new initiative helps people
honestly evaluate their weight
and health.
respondents who were obese according to their BMI, 82 percent considered themselves to be simply “overweight.” Only a minority, 20 percent
of all respondents, claimed to know
their BMI at all.
Perceptions About Obesity
and Treatment
Despite the commonly held
view that obesity is a serious disease, significant levels of cultural
bias persist. Most U.S. adults
report that obesity is still considered taboo, and half attribute the
condition to a “lack of willpower.”
Additionally, while many adults
accept various treatments, from
exercise to acupuncture, there are
still negatives associated with certain options. For example, although
79 percent of respondents agree
weight-loss surgery can be a lifesaving treatment, almost half held
a negative view of this treatment.
On Track for Weight Loss
About half of people surveyed
said that they have talked with
their doctor about losing weight,
although those who are obese were
more likely to have done so. Additionally, only one-third discussed
the health risks associated with
their weight, and only 10 percent
said their doctor helped them
develop a plan to lose weight.

Are America’s Children Riding Safely?
(NAPSA)—With all the safety
advances of today’s vehicles, it’s
surprising but true that government officials from the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) and Department
of Transportation (DOT) are worried about the security of today’s
young passengers. Government
studies show that despite crumple
zones, air bags and electronic stability control, a wide majority of
kids ages 4 to 8 are still riding
unsafe. That’s because many children in this age range aren’t properly restrained.
According to NHTSA, less than
20 percent of children who should
be in booster seats actually are,
leaving thousands of children without adequate protection. Recently,
former U.S. Transportation Secretary Norman Y. Mineta called
booster seat usage rates a “failure.”
“How many times have you
seen a child put their shoulder
belt under their arm because it’s
resting uncomfortably across their
neck? They do it because the belt
doesn’t properly fit their small
frame,” said Dr. Anne Snowdon,
Ph.D., University of Windsor professor and health, safety and
injury prevention expert. “By raising children 4 inches or so, booster
seats ensure that seat belts cross

Some booster seats are designed
to keep kids safe, comfortable
and stylish.
children’s lap and shoulders
rather than their neck and abdomen where it could cause
injuries.”
So why are so many children
riding without booster seats? A
recent nationwide survey asked
nearly 500 parents with children
ages 4 to 8 about the challenges to
using booster seats. The parents
said their top three concerns are
“the seat is not secured to the
vehicle,” the seat is “difficult to

install/remove” and their “child
finds the seat uncomfortable.”
Fortunately, one booster seat
has features that address these
major concerns, making booster
seats easier for parents to use.
Called olli and made by clek, it
won a Juvenile Products Manufacturers Association Innovation
Award and an iParenting Media
Award.
With an integrated rigid
LATCH system, the booster seats
securely fasten to the vehicle’s
LATCH anchorage system and
install and release in less than 10
seconds, providing a solution to
the top two challenges cited by
parents. An additional layer of
padding eliminates numb-bum
and addresses parents’ concerns
regarding child comfort.
“We believe we can attack the
lack of booster seat usage through
new seating products that parents
and kids are more inclined to use,”
said Dr. Snowdon. “For instance,
clek looks and feels like a real
seat, offering improved comfort
and ergonomic advantages that
reduce pressure on the sciatic
nerve and keep a child’s legs and
feet from going numb on longer
car rides.”
For additional information,
visit www.magnaclek.com.
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Snacking Solutions
(NAPSA)—Research shows that
Americans snack nearly as often as
they eat regular meals, and almost
90 percent of U.S. consumers have
a daily snack. Today, snacking and
snack foods are viewed as appealing, easy preparation solutions for
hectic schedules and great for those
last-minute get-togethers.
The need for delicious snacks at
a moment’s notice doesn’t have to
be a source of additional anxiety.
Mary Lou Retton, Olympic goldmedal winner, U.S. fitness ambassador and mom of four, explains.
“Balance beams, bar routines
and tumbling passes are nothing
in comparison to balancing my
family’s daily activities,” said Retton. “My four daughters and I are
constantly on the go—making
sure they are fueled throughout
the day with satisfying, proteinfilled snacks is of utmost importance to me as a mother.”
Whether it’s feeding the neighborhood kids after a game or creating a great spread for friends
while catching up on the latest
must-see TV, moms have no need
to stress when there is a need to
feed. Consider these Tyson® Any’tizers for the following occasions:

Afternoon Snack
Homestyle Chicken Fries
Light Meal
Cheddar and Bacon Chicken Bites
TV/Movie Time
Popcorn Chicken
Gathering/After Game
Hot ‘N Spicy Chicken Wings
Party Food
Buffalo Style Boneless
Chicken Wyngs™
To learn more, visit www.ty
son.com.

